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BRIEF SUMMARY 

 

This observation and interview were done beside for completing the final project is also 

for knowing how the administration works are going in Le Beringin Hotel Salatiga especially in 

Human Resources Development (HRD) Department which holds the important rule because it 

also runs the administration activity like correspondence, making appointment and scheduling 

the agenda with other departments, instances, even the employees recruitments. 

Actually, Le Beringin Hotel Salatiga has three departments which run the administrative 

works like Marketing and Accounting but I chose the Human Resources Development (HRD) 

Department because this department also runs many administrative works especially the 

correspondence related to the theme I have chosen. 

I did not find the significant difficulty in completing this final project because the chief of 

Human Resources Developemnet Department and his secretary were so helpful and they gave 

the clear information I need for this final project. Because of their understanding, the purposes of 

this final project are reached. They helped me to find that the electronic mail is helpful and 

effective for administrative works, especially the correspondence. 
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